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I prepared a transition article about the point where the first 4 
publications I wrote about the proliferation of cancer cells [1-4]. 
Agenda Covid-19, however, is still fatal in cancer, like the Covid-19 
virus. The most important reason for the preparation of this article 
is that a virus treatment and a cancer cell therapy should not be 
the same method. In fact, this is exactly the reason why it is called 
“mixing apple with pear” in our country. While a virus is directly 
related to the activation of a genetic code that enters the cell in 
the external environment, a cancer cell is the every body of any 
body cell (See figure 1). Understanding the behavior patterns of 
cancer cells directly determines the treatment method to be deri-
ved. What I want to say is that the virus vaccine prevents harm, but 
the cancer vaccine does not benefit a cancer cell that is not a virus. 
Again, in our country, the word to keep the ear elsewhere is said 
for this purpose. We can draw the following conclusion from my 
first 4 cancer articles. My first 3 articles are that a cancer cell mul-
tiplies and reaches a certain number. In my 4th article, the cancer 
cell has now opened the glass of riot. That means it will apply the 
same proliferation strategy in the new cell population. While doing 
this, it consumes a lot of energy. As long as this situation continues, 
we can say that a certain algorithm is formed with a proliferati-
on. More than one cancer cell defends its righteousness like the 
first cancer cell (he eats, I’ll eat it too) and consumes more energy 
than necessary and reduces the body’s immunity as a result of not 
spending the energy entering the body regularly. In my following 
article, I aimed to create a result methodology by explaining this 
formation. I hope a correct treatment method for cancer can be 
determined.

Figure 1: a) Left is a cancer cell (the body itself) [5], b) right is a 
covid-19 virus (comes from out of the body) [6].
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